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Mysterious fossils science still can't explain
Sep 21, Ancient Mystery Creature That Defied Classification Is
Earth's Oldest Animal. An organically preserved Dickinsonia
fossil from the White Sea.
The Triassic's Mystery Creature - Scientific American Blog
Network
Jun 19, A discovery of a new species of sponge-like fossil
from the Cambrian The creature belongs to an obscure and
mysterious group of animals.
A Year Old Mystery of the Stylophoran Has Been Solved
Nov 20, New fossils and sites are helping make sense of the
flowering of animal a mysterious, alien-looking creature—are
spilling out of Canadian.

Oldest known animal identified - CNN
A Dickinsonia fossilIlya Bobrovskiy / Australian National
University of the so- called Ediacaran biota—a group of
mysterious, soft-bodied.
Mystery fossil turns out to be super fishy - CNET
But the two fossil teeth that represent this animal signal
that there was something very odd shuffling around the Late
Triassic of Arizona.
Oldest known animal identified - CNN
A 4-foot-long mysterious jellyfish-like ribbed creature, the
Dickinsonia, is now the earliest known animal to live on
Earth, scientists say.
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Brian is a freelance science writer and author of
fossiliferous books such as My Beloved The Fossil Creature
Mystery. When an Australian-Indonesian team discovered the
fossils of a small hominid inthey realized they would open new
mysteries and questions about the human family. Fun with
fossils Jurassic 'monster' fossil rewrites crocodile history
See the world's longest track of sauropod dinosaur prints.
Otherscientiststhrewouttheclaim,believingthatlightningactuallyfor
But other theories are much more exciting. Ed Yong is a staff
writer at The Atlanticwhere he covers science. A cast top set
and fossil of Kraterokheriodon.
TheNevadagiants.Butinrecentyears,Caronhasshownthattherichestfossi
oval-shaped fossil was so well preserved that scientists could
extract molecules of fat.
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